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ACCOMPANYING SONG: 
Love to Sing and to Explore

A little grain of sand named Bella wants to 
explore! With the help of a clam named Ian, 

Bella discovers something amazing.
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Along the shoreline…



…is a grain of sand named Bella. 
    Along with her lives her family.

In the warmth of the day, 
a soft breeze whispers, “Bella! Bella! 
I see you have a desire to shine like the sun”.



In excitement, Bella draws toward the wind, 
which carries Bella along the edge of the surf.



Suddenly a breaking wave 
carries Bella into the sea.



Curious about the glimmering object, 
a clam in the immediate area 
decides to glide towards it.



“You have come into a place where 
others like you, may be transformed,” 
answers the clam, “I am Ian.”

Wondering if this is how she will shine, 
Bella agrees, pondering what Ian meant.

“Where am I?” Bella inquires.



Then came the glorious day, 
when swimming to the shoreline, 
Ian opens up his shell…

As time passed, 
with patience and endurance, 
both Bella and Ian grew together.



…and out rolls Bella. Now Bella starts 
noticing how everyone keeps glancing 
at her, and saying how beautiful she is.

How can this be? She ponders, 
“I am just one of many grains.”



“Truly there are many grains throughout 
all the Earth,” a voice from Heaven utters, 

“yet very few become a pearl!” 
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Keith, pen name Enduring Writer, is an 
author of children’s literature, comedy books, 
short stories, novels, and poems. Keith is also 
an artist, alias Sing Fighter, of children’s 
music, pop, rap, comedy, and EDM. 

There was a time, however, when reading, 
writing, and grammar were his archenemies. 
Graduating with a degree in chemistry, things 
mixed into an astonishing adventure.

Author

 Author

Teresa, my Mama, is an editor and co-author of 
children’s books and music. Mama ensures that 
each work flows with inspiration. 

She is a praying mother of four boys. Outdoors, 
Mama likes gardening and yard work. In the 
kitchen she likes baking and cooking using 
authentic family Mexican recipes: empanadas, 
tamales, sopa, enchiladas, and carne guisada. 

Most recently, Mama is enjoying her four hens 
calling them them her “chickababies”. With an 
enjoyment for life, she majored in Biology.

Korosh Mahmoodi
Korosh is an illustrator of children’s books 
and comedy books, and enjoys drawing 
caricatures. With his PhD in physics, Korosh 
converts matter and energy into works of art. 

His first experience with artwork was when 
he came across cartoon magazines. As a child 
he was so intrigued that he bought all of them 
to study and learn. As a self-taught artist, he 
brings forth a unique expression to illustrate 
children’s books and also comical artwork.


